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A Novel MAC Protocol Exploiting Concurrent
Transmissions for Massive LoRa Connectivity
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Abstract: Among variant low-power wide area networks (LPWAN),
LoRa is one of the most promising and is extensively deployed
worldwide because of its satisfactory performance and relatively
low cost. In the foreseen future, various internet of things (IoT)
applications are required to sustain connectivity for massive end-
devices. Massive connectivity challenges the LoRaWAN network
based on ALOHA medium access control (MAC) protocol due to
severe collisions under high traffic loads. To solve this problem,
we first dissect the principles and characteristics of LoRa physi-
cal layer. And it suggests that the capture effect among the sig-
nals with the same spreading factor (SF) and different SFs can be
adequately leveraged to improve performance. Based on the cap-
ture effect, we develop a new receiver structure that enables the
superposed LoRa signals with different odd/even SFs to be demod-
ulated simultaneously. A suitable novel MAC protocol exploiting
such concurrent transmissions is further presented. Simulations
verify that, through utilizing the capture effect, the proposed pro-
tocol can partly tackle the collisions due to numerous access at-
tempts, which results in enhancing the throughput compared to
LoRaWAN. These results show that the proposed scheme is com-
pliant with the requirement of IoT applications with massive con-
nectivity.

Index Terms: Capture effect, LoRa, low-power wide area networks
(LPWAN), massive connectivity, medium access control (MAC).

I. INTRODUCTION

THE design target of low-power wide area networks (LP-
WAN) [1] lies in providing and sustaining a long range

communication of massive low-cost internet of things (IoT) de-
vices with ultra-low power consumptions. LoRa [2] as one of
the most promising technologies, utilizes the chirp spread spec-
trum (CSS) technique to allow the receivers to decode signals
with a relatively low sensitivity. The data rate and the com-
munication range of LoRa can vary through selecting differ-
ent spreading factors (SFs). Operating on sub-GHz band and
respecting the local transmit duty cycle regulations, the LoRa
signals suffer from less attenuation and congestions. To extend
the battery life, the end-devices only wake up from sleep state
periodically or when triggered by events. By reducing hardware
complexity and applying the license-free bands, LoRa can lower
establishment and deployment cost, which is the key to the com-
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mercial success. Standardized and generalized by the LoRa Al-
liance, LoRaWAN [3] bases on pure ALOHA medium access
control (MAC) protocol and defines the MAC layer and above.

In general, IoT application scenarios can be divided into two
categories [4]. One is critical IoT that demands high reliabil-
ity and low latency, including scenarios such as smart health
care, smart transportation, and smart manufacturing. The other
is massive IoT (mIoT) that is characterized by massive access
devices and latency tolerance. In a mIoT scenario, like smart
grids and smart agriculture, a base-station or a gateway poten-
tially manages 104–106 devices [5]. Although the traffic pattern
of the devices is sporadic, it may arise severe collisions and con-
gestions when so many devices attempt to access. Thus, massive
connectivity is a crucial requirement for the future wireless net-
work to support the mIoT. To overcome the noticeable perfor-
mance degradation due to massive IoT access, many techniques
have been presented for cellular IoT network recently. The first
class of solutions is conducted at physical layer (PHY), such
as employing compressed sensing technique to detect active
users and estimate channel [6], [7], designing non-orthogonal
pilots [8], and using non-orthogonal multiple access [9]. With
regard to MAC layer, some works advocate modifying ALOHA
and creating new protocols, like hint protocol [10]. Furthermore,
combining the PHY multi-packet reception capability with the
MAC protocol design [11], a drastic performance augment can
always be produced. Most solutions share a common that they
call for the usage of grant-free random access strategies , i.e., an
active device transmits metadata and payload directly without
any access requirement. Grant-free strategies not only decrease
the access latency but also abate the total number of packets and
the power consumption on overhead, so that it is of vital impor-
tance in an IoT massive connectivity scenario [12], [13].

Employing the grant-free strategy, LoRaWAN is possible
to be applied to the mIoT. Due to massive IoT access at-
tempts, however, there are numerous concurrent transmissions
in the LoRa networks, which may cause the co-SF interference
among the end-devices with an identical SF and the inter-SF
interference among the end-devices with distinct SFs [14]. As
for ALOHA-based LoRaWAN, such interference is more in-
evitable. Besides, the duty cycle regulations, retransmissions,
acknowledgments, and downlink messages will also bring about
heavy congestions and collisions. In the end, the coverage
and the throughput performance of LoRaWAN drop exponen-
tially as the number of the end-devices and the traffic loads
increases [15], [16]. Fortunately, thanks to its unique modula-
tion scheme, LoRa has a phenomenon referred to the capture
effect [17], [18] that the reception can succeed even in the pres-
ence of the co-SF and the inter-SF interference provided its
signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) exceeds the cor-
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responding threshold. A signal with the co-SF interference can
be captured and decoded successfully if its power is at least 6
dB stronger than that of any other [19], [20]. Furthermore, con-
firmed by the measurement studies, simulations, and mathemat-
ical analyzes [14], [21], [22], it is explicit that the LoRa signals
with different SFs are quasi-orthogonal to each other, which are
considered perfectly orthogonal previously. Therefore, it is fea-
sible to utilize the capture effect to tackle the collisions in the
LoRa networks [17], [23].

Up to now, some works devote to settling the problem through
allocating frequency channels and SFs. Reference [24] has in-
vestigated the conditions for the gateway correctly decoding the
packets, and then optimized the average system packet success
probability by allocating SFs to achieve maximum connectivity.
Reference [25] has raised a two-step light-weight scheduling to
group the end-devices based on the allowable power and SFs.
Particularly, the author try to mitigate the capture effect, which
is thought to be destructive to the end-devices far from the gate-
way on account of losing the transmission opportunity. More
recent attentions have focused on improving the existing MAC
protocol of LoRaWAN. An original PHY decoding scheme and
MAC protocol are presented in [26], in which the slight desyn-
chronization of the superposed signals is exploited. Neverthe-
less, the proposed MAC protocol does not consider the LoRa
capture effect and is limited by the noise. The method in [27]
makes use of carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) to achieve
the less collision ratio and the higher throughput while the en-
ergy consumption slightly increases. However, it does not take
the hiding-nodes effect into consideration. The study on [28]
has put forward that LoRaWAN performance can be augmented
with the listen before talk (LBT) scheme. Concerning the real-
time flow in Industry 4.0 applications, [29] has introduced a ran-
dom access strategy–Industrial LoRa–to support periodic real-
time traffic and aperiodic traffic.

To mitigate the congestions and collisions due to massive con-
nectivity in the LoRa networks, the key contributions of the pa-
per are two-fold as follows:

i) By exploiting the capture effect, we design a novel receiver
structure based on oversampling so as to enable three su-
perposed signals with different odd/even SFs to be demod-
ulated simultaneously with a single fast Fourier transform
(FFT) module. Compared to the traditional receiver [19],
the proposed receiver achieves a higher demodulation effi-
ciency and a lower complexity in the concurrent transmis-
sions situation.

ii) We develop a new MAC protocol based on the pro-
posed receiver structure, in which the packets with dis-
tinct odd/even SFs are obliged to transmit concurrently.
More interfered packets can fulfill the capture conditions,
and simulations show that the proposed protocol is able to
significantly reduce the packet collision ratio and enhance
the network throughput compared to the conventional Lo-
RaWAN.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The LoRa
PHY modulation scheme, the capture effect, and the LoRaWAN
overview are presented in Section II. In Section III, the principle
of the novel receiver structure is introduced. The proposed MAC
protocol is specified in Section IV. Section V shows the results

simulated in MATLAB for the bit error ratio (BER) performance
and in the discrete event simulator NS-3 for MAC protocol eval-
uation. Finally, Section VI draws the conclusions.

II. OVERVIEW OF LORA PHY AND LORAWAN

LoRa is a proprietary PHY layer technique possessed by
Semtech Corporation, and LoRaWAN is the MAC layer pro-
tocol specified by LoRa Alliance. In the following, they are
outlined.

A. LoRa PHY

To cope with the requirements of IoT, the CSS modulation in
LoRa is evolved and combined with the high-order M-ary fre-
quency shift keying (FSK) [17], [30]. Supposing that the LoRa
chirp spreads in a bandwidth B, one LoRa sample is then trans-
mitted every TC = 1/B. Each LoRa symbol consists of 2SF

samples, therefore, the total symbol duration is TS = 2SF ×TC .
Every SF binary bits is encoded and mapped to a unique non-
binary symbol sp = p, where p ∈ {0, 1, · · ·, 2SF −1} [19], [31].
By cyclically shifting the raw up-chirp, the value of p exclu-
sively determines the initial frequency fcc(0) = (B × p)/2SF
of the modulated chirp [19]. Accordingly, the instantaneous fre-
quency of the LoRa modulated chirp is expressed as:

fcc(k) =

{
B×(k+p)

2SF
, 0 ≤ k ≤ 2SF − p,

B×(k+p)
2SF

−B, 2SF − p ≤ k ≤ 2SF − 1.
(1)

It appears a sharp edge in spectrum, where the value of the
instantaneous frequency at the transition changes fiercely from
B to 0. Let us assume that the initial phase of the coded chirp
is 0. Based on (1) and the relation between the instantaneous
frequency and the phase, the LoRa modulated chirp symbol can
be written by:

cp(k) = exp
[
jπ

(k2 + 2pk)

2SF

]
. (2)

At the receiver, the LoRa demodulation starts firstly by a de-
chirping step that the received signal is multiplied by the raw
down-chirp [31]. Secondly, 2SF points FFT is performed on the
de-chirped signal. As long as the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is
great enough, the index with the highest magnitude indicates the
the encoded symbol sp [32].

To further increase the robustness to interference, data
whitening, interleaving, forward error correction, and gray in-
dexing techniques are applied before the LoRa modulation [30].
Thus, the bit rate Rb = SF × (B/2SF ) × 4/(4 + CR) bits/s,
where CR ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} is the code rate. Thanks to the process-
ing gain Gp = 10 log

(
2SF /SF

)
[30], LoRa can obtain a good

link budget and readily achieve a long transmission distance for
several kilometers.

The LoRa capture effect refers to the phenomenon that a de-
sired signal suffering from interference can be decoded cor-
rectly if its SINR exceeds the corresponding threshold. The
LoRa capture effect is primarily reliant on the orthogonality,
i.e., the LoRa symbols with identical SF and bandwidth but
different initial frequencies are perfectly orthogonal [33]; the
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Fig. 1. Proposed PHY receiver structure based on the capture effect. m = 11 for the odd-SF subset and m = 12 for the even-SF subset.

LoRa symbols with same bandwidth but different SFs are quasi-
orthogonal [18], [34]. Accordingly, the co-SF and inter-SF cap-
ture conditions must be fulfilled to decode the desired sig-
nal [14], [22], which can be given by:

SINRij =
Pi

Pj + σ2
≥ qij , (3)

where Pi and Pj (i, j ∈ {7, 8, · · ·, 12}) are the power of the de-
sired and the interfering symbol, respectively, σ2 is the channel
noise power, and qij is the required threshold.

Based on the analyzes in [17], [20], a threshold of 6 dB is rea-
sonable for identifying the maximum magnitude of the desired
LoRa symbol with co-SF interference. The symbols with dif-
ferent SFs are imperfectly orthogonal, so the residual inter-SF
interference cannot be ignored, particularly when the interfer-
ing end-device is much closer to the gateway than the desired
one. Confirmed by the simulations and the experiments in [21],
[34], the inter-SF threshold is SF-specific and is much smaller
than 0 dB.

B. LoRaWAN

With a star topology, the gateway in a LoRa network transpar-
ently relays information between the end-devices and the net-
work server. All communication is bi-directional, while the up-
link communication is dominant in most application scenarios.
The LoRaWAN specification [3] suggests that we can trade data
rate (DR) for communication distance through selecting alter-
native SFs and bandwidths. All end-devices and gateways must
obey the local duty cycle regulations or apply LBT scheme so
as to cut down the total number of packets in the network and be
compatible of the other existing networks.

LoRaWAN specifies a basic device Class A and two optional
Class B and C. In Class A, the communication is initiated by
the end-devices using ALOHA mechanism. The downlink data
is only permitted soon after a successful uplink transmission.
The end-devices in Class B increase more receive windows in
scheduled times, besides the windows in Class A. So the gate-
way must send beacons periodically as a synchronization refer-
ence. A Class C end-device is always available for reception,
except for the transmitting period. Accordingly, Class A is suit-
able for energy-constrained end-devices, whilst Class B or C
should be utilized in delay-sensitive applications.

III. NOVEL RECEIVER STRUCTURE

In the light of the latest SX1301 gateway [19], [35], a sin-
gle FFT module is only able to demodulate an SF-specific LoRa
signal at any time. So it may be difficult for the traditional LoRa
gateway to handle the many access attempts in the mIoT. In or-
der to further improve the throughput of the LoRa gateway, we
design a novel receiver structure exploiting the capture effect
described above.

The idea of the proposed receiver structure is to make the su-
perposed chirp symbols with different SFs have the same num-
ber of samples by oversampling. So they can be decoded simul-
taneously using a single FFT module. According to the inter-SF
quasi-orthogonality, the superposed chirp symbols have a good
cross-correlation and can be decoded correctly given a sufficient
SINR. For a fixed bandwidth, the inter-SF interference to the de-
sired signal is more intense when it collides with a signal hav-
ing a closer SF [21]. Furthermore, a lower SIR threshold for an
acceptable BER is required while the interfering SF is greater.
Therefore, in the proposed receiver, SF7–SF12 are divided into
two subsets: the odd-SF subset SFo = {7, 9, 11} and the even-
SF subset SFe = {8, 10, 12}. Three LoRa signals with different
SFs in the same subset are allowed to transmit concurrently on
the same channel.

The proposed receiver structure is depicted in Fig. 1. We as-
sume that the end-devices are synchronized and the chirp sym-
bols that belong to the same subset arrive at the gateway at the
same time. Let us denote SF(m) as the maximum SF in SFo or
SFe. Accordingly, the SFs of the other two superposed symbols
are SF(m− 2) and SF(m− 4). Thus, the received signal is:

y(k) = cm−4,p(k) + cm−2,q(k) + cm,r(k)

=

2m−4−1∑
k=0

ejπ
k2+2pk

2m−4 +

2m−2−1∑
k=0

ejπ
k2+2qk

2m−2

+

2m−1∑
k=0

ejπ
k2+2rk

2m , (4)

where p, q, and r are the corresponding non-binary en-
coded symbols. To demodulate the desired chirp symbol with
SF(m− 4), the received signal should firstly be multiplied by
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the raw down-chirp, so the de-chirped signal is:

dym−4,p(k) =

2m−4−1∑
k=0

y(k)× e−jπ
k2

2m−4

=

2m−4−1∑
k=0

ejπ
2pk

2m−4 + I(k), (5)

where I(k) indicates the negative impact of SF(m − 2) and
SF(m).

Then, the de-chirped signal should be oversampled by N =
2m−(m−4) = 24 times. The oversampling outputs are given by:

vm−4,p(l) =

{
dym−4,p(

l
N ), l = 0, N, · · ·, (2m−4 − 1)N,

0, otherwise,

=


2m−1∑
l=0

ej
2πpl
2m + I ′(l), l = 0, N, · · ·, (2m−4 − 1)N,

0, otherwise.
(6)

After oversampling, all three chirp symbols from the same
subset possess 2m samples. So an identical FFT module with
2m points can be applied to the signals after oversampling. The
FFT outputs can be written by:

Xm−4,p[n] = FFT[vm−4,p(l)]|2m

=

2m−1∑
l=0

vm−4,p(l)×e−j
2πl
2m n

=

2m−1∑
l=0

ej
2πl
2m (p−n) + I∗(n), (7)

where n = 0, 1, · · ·, 2m − 1, and I∗(n) refers to the the
residual interference from the chirps with SF(m − 2) and
SF(m). Noting that the result of (7) is equal to zero when
l 6= 0,N, · · ·, (2m−4 − 1)N . Accordingly, the magnitudes of the
FFT outputs can be calculated as:

|Xm−4,p(n)| =

{
|2m + I∗(n)|, n = p, 2p, · · ·, Np,
|I∗(n)|, n 6= p, 2p, · · ·, Np.

(8)

Considering a sufficient SIR, the magnitudes at indices
n = p, 2p, · · ·, Np outstand with the same value. Consequently,
by distinguishing the highest magnitude from the first 2m−4 in-
dices, the (m − 4) binary bits can be recovered. To demodu-
late the chirp symbol with SF(m− 2) or SF(m), the three same
steps: de-chirping, oversampling, and performing 2m points
FFT should be followed as shown in Fig. 1.

Taking m = 11 as an example, i.e., the SFs of the desired
symbols are in the odd-SF subset SFo. The normalized magni-
tudes of the FFT outputs are illustrated in Fig. 2. Interestingly,
the FFT outputs appear 24 peaks with the same magnitude for
SF7, 22 peaks for SF9, and 20 peaks for SF11.

Taking advantage of the LoRa capture effect, the three syn-
chronized LoRa signals can be decoded simultaneously. More-
over, only one single FFT module is employed to demodulate
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Fig. 2. Normalized magnitudes of the FFT outputs (m = 11) with sp =
2SFdes−1: (a) SFdes = 7, (b) SFdes = 9, and (c) SFdes = 11.

the signals with odd/even SFs through utilizing the oversam-
pling. So the receiver complexity can be reduced. When the
interference has a random delay, the desired signal can still be
received with a relatively low SINR threshold [34]. Thus, the
proposed receiver structure is also robust to the timing offset.

IV. MAC PROTOCOL EXPLOITING CONCURRENT
TRANSMISSIONS

For most mIoT applications, the traffic size is small and the
traffic pattern is sporadic. Moreover, the transmissions of the
end-devices are limited due to the duty cycle regulation. As the
number of end-devices and traffic loads increases, however, the
LoRa signals are highly possible to suffer from both the co-SF
and the inter-SF interference. Without any collision avoidance
scheme, the traditional ALOHA-based LoRaWAN may turn into
saturation rapidly and arise severe congestions.

To fulfill the requirement of massive connectivity, in addition
to the proposed receiver structure, we develop a MAC proto-
col referred to capture effect-MAC (CE-MAC), which is also a
grant-free random access scheme. In this way, the handshakes
can be reduced in the connection establishment between the end-
devices and the gateway, which abates the collisions and the
access delay [12], [13]. To exploit the capture effect to further
mitigate the collisions, the CE-MAC protocol enables three syn-
chronized LoRa frames with different odd/even SFs to transmit
concurrently.

In order to synchronize the end-devices in the network, the
gateway is scheduled to send beacons periodically. Upon receiv-
ing a beacon, an end-device can start transmitting frames. All
end-devices should have a synchronous timing-slot, but a per-
fectly synchronization at symbol or block symbol is unneces-
sary, as shown in Fig. 3. The Odd_Slot is dedicate for the odd-
SF transmissions and the Even_Slot is for the even-SF transmis-
sions. Additionally, an Odd_Slot and Even_Slot are composed
of a set of the Odd_Subslots and the Even_Subslots possessing
a shorter time period. A LoRa frame may occupy one or several
subslots relying on its time on air (ToA).

Fig. 4 depicts the flow chart of the CE-MAC protocol. Each
Odd_Slot and Even_Slot contain S subslots aligned from 0 to
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Fig. 3. Transmissions in the proposed CE-MAC protocol. A beacon frame can be divided into several Odd_Slots and Even_Slots. “G”, “R”, “O”, and “E” stand
for Beacon_Guard, Beacon_Reserved, Odd_Slot, and Even_Slot, respectively.

S-So S-So

Fig. 4. Proposed CE-MAC protocol. A slot contains S subslots and the frame occupies So(So ≤ S) subslots.

(S − 1). Taking an odd-SF frame occupying So(So ≤ S) sub-
slots as an example, we describe how the CE-MAC protocol
works. When the frame arrives, the MAC layer should firstly
evaluate whether it can be proceeded in the current slot. If it
arrives at an Odd_Slot and there are Sr(Sr ≥ So) remaining
Odd_Subslots, the frame can then be transmitted at the near-
est upcoming number (S − Sr) Odd_Subslot. As illustrated in
Fig. 5, there exists four other cases that the frame cannot be pro-
ceeded immediately:

i) The frame arrives at an Odd_Slot but Sr < So, i.e., it
cannot be proceeded at the current slot;

ii) The frame arrives at an Even_Slot;
iii) The frame arrives at the Beacon_Reserved;
iv) The frame arrives at the Beacon_Guard.

In these cases, the end-device must wait until the next Odd_Slot
comes. Subsequently, the end-device will randomly select from
the number 0 to the number (S − So) Odd_Subslots to transmit
the frame. Randomly selecting the Odd_Subslot can balance the
traffic loads in the whole Odd_Slot. The even-SF frame in the
CE-MAC protocol works in a similar way.

At the LoRa gateway, the reception condition is firstly check,

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 5. Four cases that an odd-SF packet cannot be proceeded immediately:
(a) The packet cannot be proceeded at Odd_Slot, (b) the packet arrives at
Even_Slot, (c) the packet arrives at Because_Reserved, and (d) the packet
arrives at Because_Guard.

i.e., the received power of the desired frame should exceed
the receiver sensitivity. When it collides with other frames, the
SINR of the desired frame should satisfy the co-SF and inter-SF
capture conditions described in Section II. If these conditions
are jointly fulfilled, the reception of the desired frame is success-
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ful. Otherwise, the gateway cannot decode the frame correctly.
Exploiting the LoRa capture effect and the orthogonality,

some collided frames may survive. In the CE-MAC protocol,
the frames with odd/even SFs are scheduled to transmit concur-
rently. Compared to LoRaWAN, more frames in the CE-MAC
protocol will satisfy the capture conditions. Consequently, more
collisions can be resolved, which enables the grant-free CE-
MAC protocol to address the massive LoRa connectivity prob-
lem. It is worth mentioning that, due to the great amount of end-
devices, there exist Hidden Nodes and Exposed Nodes in the
network. For the sake of reducing the handshakes and overheads
for the massive LoRa connectivity, the problem is not taken into
consideration, but it should be further studied in the future re-
search.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

To validate the performance of the proposed protocol, we run
simulations on MATLAB and NS-3 platforms. The BER perfor-
mance of our proposed receiver structure is presented and the
capture threshold is renewed firstly. Subsequently, we compare
the network performance for the proposed CE-MAC protocol
with LoRaWAN. Finally, the CE-MAC protocol is applied to a
smart city scenario.

A. PHY BER Performance

Because of the quasi-orthogonality among the LoRa signals
with same bandwidth but different SFs, we will examine the
residual interference and BER performance via the proposed re-
ceiver structure. In the simulations, one of the subset SFo or
SFe is considered as the desired SF, so the other two are the in-
terfering SFs. We assume that all received signals are with the
same amplitude that is set to one, and the bandwidth B equals
to 125 kHz.

The BER performance of the proposed receiver under AWGN
channel are shown in Fig. 6. It can be apparently observed that
the LoRa signals with smaller SFs suffer from slightly more se-
vere BER degradation. The BER performance loss is around 1
dB for SF7 and 0.5 dB for SF8. While the signals with larger
SFs, like SF11 and SF12, are nearly immune to such residual
interference. This is due to the imperfect orthogonality have a
greater impact on the symbols with smaller SF. Therefore, the
superposed signals can be decoded via the proposed receiver
with an acceptable BER performance. To compensate the loss of
the small-SF packets, an appropriate SF allocation scheme [24]
and message replication [36] can be employed.

We further identify the SIR thresholds required to decode the
desired signals in the presence of the inter-SF interference. As-
suming that the signal with the desired SF is partially collided
by the signals with the other two interfering SFs in the same SF
subset. There is a uniform random delay τ ∈ [−TSint, TSint]
among the overlapped signals, where TSint is the symbol dura-
tion of the interfering signal. The amplitude of the desired sig-
nal is set to one, whilst that of the interferences rests with an
adjustable SIR, namely Aint = Ades ×

√
10−SIR/10.

For each desired signal, it can be recognized from the results
in Fig. 7 that there is a SIR threshold below which the BER
curve descends rapidly. In addition, the smaller the desired SF
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Table 1. SIR thresholds for 3 Concurrent SFs. (CR = 0, B = 125 kHz).

SF combination (7, 9, 11) (8, 10, 12)
Desired SF 7 9 11 8 10 12
SIR threshold (dB) -7 -12 -17 -10 -15 -20

is, the higher the SIR threshold requires to demodulate. The SIR
thresholds for all SFs are summarized in Table 1, which corre-
spond to a BER of exceeding 10−2.

B. MAC Protocol Performance

In the simulations, the system has alterable number of the
end-devices served by an individual gateway. The end-devices
are randomly distributed around a circular area with a radius of
5 km, and the gateway locates at the center. The heights of the
gateway and the end-devices are set to 30 m and 1 m above the
ground, respectively.

In accordance with the measurement results in [37], the log-
distance path loss model with shadow fading is given by:

PL(d)[dB] = PL(d0) + 10n log

(
d

d0

)
+Xσ, (9)
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Table 2. DR0–DR5 on EU868 band.

DR SF/B Bit rate Receiver sensitivity
(1/kHz) (kb/s) (dBm)

0 12/125 0.29 137
1 11/125 0.54 134.5
2 10/125 0.98 132
3 9/125 1.76 129
4 8/125 3.13 126
5 7/125 5.47 123

Table 3. Simulation parameters.

Parameter Value
Coding rate 1
Bandwidth 125 kHz
Transmission power 14 dBm
Preamble symbols 8
Number of channels 1
Channel frequency 868.1 MHz
Size of application payload 20 bytes
Arriving rate (Poisson) 1/900 s−1

Table 4. Beacon and timing-slots configuration.

Parameter Value
Beacon_Period 131,000 ms
Beacon_Reserved 2,000 ms
Beacon_Guard 3,000 ms
Beacon_Window 126,000 ms
Odd_Slot 864 ms
Even_Slot 1,656 ms
Odd_Subslot 72 ms
Even_Subslot 138 ms

where PL(d0) = 128.95 dB is the average path loss, n = 2.32
is the path loss exponent, d is the distance between transmitter
and receiver, d0 is the 1 km reference distance andXσ is a Gaus-
sian variable with zero mean, and σ = 7.8 dB is the standard
deviation standing for a log-normal shadowing. The amount of
the successfully delivered packets can exceed 80% under these
parameter settings [37].

Based on the EU868 band [38] and the results in [15], [16],
[28], the end-devices can randomly choose a mode from DR0-
DR5 exhibited in Table 2. The simulation parameters herein are
listed in Table 3. Considering the small packets and the sporadic
traffic pattern features in the mIoT, the end-devices are set to
send 20 byte messages generated following a Poisson process
of rate λ = 1/900 s−1. The ToAs of the frames with DR0-
DR5 under such settings are 71.94 ms, 133.63 ms, 246.78 ms,
452.61 ms, 823.30 ms, and 1646.59 ms, respectively. Accord-
ingly, the beacon and timing-slots are configured and are given
in Table 4.

The inter-SF SIR thresholds in Table 1 and the 6 dB co-SF
SIR threshold are utilized to model the LoRa orthogonality and
the capture effect. The reception of a packet is regarded as fail-
ure if its received power is less than the given sensitivity. More-
over, we assume that a frame having the desired SF collapses
when it is interfered by more than two SFs different from itself.
The end-devices only transmit unconfirmed-data frames and the
duty cycle is set to 1% and 0.1%.

Figs. 8 and 9 exhibit the packet delivery ratio (PDR) and the
packet collision ratio (PCR) of LoRaWAN without/with capture
effect and the CE-MAC protocol, respectively. The PDR is the
ratio of the total number of the successful received packets to the
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Fig. 8. Packet delivery ratio of LoRaWAN and CE-MAC in function of the
number of end-devices. “DC” and “CE” stand for duty cycle and capture
effect respectively.
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Fig. 9. Packet collision ratio of LoRaWAN and CE-MAC in function of the
number of end-devices.

total number of the packets generated by all end-devices, with
“1” as its unit. The PCR is the ratio of the total number of the
discarded packets due to collisions to the total number of the
packets successfully transmitted by all end-devices, with “1” as
its unit.

It is observed that the PDRs of all protocols decrease as the
number of end-devices scales up, while all the PCRs increase.
These results imply that the network suffers from more serious
congestions when more end-devices attempt to access. The per-
formance of LoRaWAN with capture effect is better than Lo-
RaWAN without capture effect. Without capture effect, a packet
is considered as lost when a collision occurs. However, with the
capture effect, the reception of a packet is successful as long as
the capture condition is satisfied. The proposed CE-MAC proto-
col has the best performance. In the case of the network having
2 × 104 end-devices, the PCR of the CE-MAC is roughly 90%
with 1% duty cycle and about 82% with 0.1% duty cycle, whilst
the PCR of LoRaWAN is approximately 100%. In the CE-MAC
protocol, the packets with odd/even SFs are transmitted concur-
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Fig. 11. Throughput rate of LoRaWAN and CE-MAC in function of the number
of end-devices.

rently, and then more packets can be captured. Thus, the net-
work can achieve a lower collision ratio. Furthermore, a lower
duty cycle comes with a higher PDR and a lower PCR. This is
because a lower duty cycle limits the transmissions of the end-
devices, so the congestions and the collisions can be reduced.

Figs. 10 and 11 show the normalized throughput and the
throughput rates of LoRaWAN without/with capture effect and
the CE-MAC protocol, respectively. The normalized throughput
equals to the ratio of the accumulated duration of successful re-
ceived packets to the total simulation time, which is called link
utilization ratio as well. The throughput rate equals to the ratio
of the total bits successfully received by the gateway to the total
simulation time, which is measured in bits/s.

We observe that the throughput of the CE-MAC protocol
reaches the greatest saturation point compared with LoRaWAN
without/with capture effect. The saturation point is related to the
total arrive rate and the PCR of the LoRa network. LoRaWAN
without capture effect supports the least end-devices when the
network is saturated. Utilizing the capture effect can resolve

Table 5. Hybrid traffic model.

Traffic rate Proportion
1 pkt every 10 min per device 50%
1 pkt every 30 min per device 20%
1 pkt every 60 min per device 10%
Poisson with a 10 min traffic rate 20%

Fig. 12. SF allocation for EIB and EAB.

partial collisions, so LoRaWAN with capture effect can sup-
port more end-devices. The CE-MAC achieves the lowest PCR,
thus the network can attain saturation with the most end-devices.
We also notice that the performance of LoRaWAN without/with
capture effect degrades drastically as the number of end-devices
further grows up to 2×104, while that of the CE-MAC protocol
degrades much more slowly. This is due to the fact that, there ex-
ist some packets, especially the small-SF ones of shorter ToAs,
can satisfy the capture condition and survive from the collisions
in the CE-MAC. Again, we can see the impact of the duty cycle.
The packet with smaller SF has a shorter ToA and a less prob-
ability of collisions, which results in a slightly enhancement in
throughput rate. So the LoRa network with a lower duty cycle
can support more end-devices.

C. Smart City Case

In the following, the simulations are carried out to further
apply the CE-MAC protocol and LoRaWAN to a smart city
case [39], [40]. Accordingly, the end-devices are randomly
distributed within a single gateway coverage with a radius of
1.2 km. We use the Okumura-Hata model plus a building pene-
tration loss [41] to model the urban commercial environment.
The smart city case includes many service sectors, such as
smart governance, smart mobility, and smart buildings, and each
might have a different traffic type. Therefore, based on the re-
port in [39], a hybrid traffic model is considered as depicted in
Table 5. Three SF allocation schemes are adopted as the follow-
ing [24]:

i) Random scheme in which the end-devices can randomly
choose SF.

ii) Equal-interval-based (EIB) scheme in which the end-
devices choose SF by the doughnuts located, as illustrated
in Fig. 12, and the intervals of doughnuts is equal.

iii) Equal-area-based (EAB) scheme in which the end-devices
choose SF by the doughnuts located, and the areas of
doughnuts are equal.

The other simulation parameters are the same as Tables 2, 3,
and 4. The ducy cycle is set to 1% and the capture effect is taken
into consideration for the two protocols.
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Figs. 13 and 14 show the PCR and throughput rates of Lo-
RaWAN with capture effect and the CE-MAC protocol, respec-
tively. For the same SF allocation scheme, the CE-MAC proto-
col has a lower PCR and higher throughput rate due to the fact
that the CE-MAC protocol can better exploit capture effect to re-
solve collisions. For the same protocol, the EAB scheme has the
best performance. This is because the end-devices near the gate-
way have the smaller SFs and those far from the gateway have
the bigger SFs. In this way, more packets in the EAB scheme
can fulfill the SINR threshold required for demodulation. The
EIB scheme works worse than the random scheme when the
number of end-devices is small, but outperforms the random
scheme when the number of end-devices scales up. Because the
area of big SF in the EIB scheme is larger, more packets possess
a long ToA and the network will suffer from more collisions and
congestions. While as the number of end-devices grows, more
packets can satisfy the capture condition in the EIB scheme than
the random scheme, which results in a performance ehancement.

Consequently, the proposed CE-MAC protocol shows a poten-
tial for smart city and other mIoT applications.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposed CE-MAC, a novel MAC protocol ex-
ploiting the concurrent transmissions and the LoRa capture ef-
fect that provides support for massive connectivity in IoT. For
this purpose, a novel LoRa receiver structure using oversam-
pling was firstly designed, which was able to decode super-
posed signals with different odd/even SFs simultaneously. Then
the CE-MAC protocol based on the novel receiver structure
was proposed. The end-devices in the CE-MAC protocol could
transmit frames concurrently and both the co-SF and the inter-
SF collisions could be reduced through exploiting the capture
effect. Simulations verified that, the CE-MAC protocol signifi-
cantly outperformed the conventional LoRaWAN in terms of the
collision ratio and the network throughput even with a number
of end-devices up to 2 × 104. The efficient features indicate
the proposed scheme is superior to LoRaWAN for fulfilling the
massive connectivity in the LoRa IoT networks.
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